Jin, Tecuapetla, and Costa combined in vivo electrophysiology with optogenetic-identification to examine firing in multiple basal ganglia nuclei during rapid motor sequences. Their results support a model of basal ganglia function in which co-activation of the direct and indirect pathways facilitate appropriate, while inhibiting competing, motor programs.
Jin, Tecuapetla, and Costa combined in vivo electrophysiology with optogenetic-identification to examine firing in multiple basal ganglia nuclei during rapid motor sequences. Their results support a model of basal ganglia function in which co-activation of the direct and indirect pathways facilitate appropriate, while inhibiting competing, motor programs.
The basal ganglia are a group of subcortical nuclei that regulate motor output. More specifically, the basal ganglia are suggested to mediate motor learning, in part by grouping individual movements into action sequences or behavioral 'chunks' [1] . The newly published work of Jin and colleagues [2] provides valuable insight into how the basal ganglia direct and indirect pathways encode action sequences, and provides a first glimpse of a classic model of basal ganglia function in action.
The primary input nucleus of the basal ganglia is the striatum, which integrates information from cortical, thalamic, and mesolimbic inputs. There are two main projections from the striatum: one to the substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr), comprised of direct pathway medium spiny neurons (dMSNs), and one to the external segment of the globus pallidus (GPe), made up of indirect pathway medium spiny neurons (iMSNs). Classic models of basal ganglia function suggest that dMSNs inhibit specific populations of neurons in the SNr, ultimately facilitating specific motor programs, whereas iMSNs inhibit neurons in the GPe, resulting in disinhibition of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) and SNr, thereby inhibiting competing motor programs ( Figure 1A , B) [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Many electrophysiological studies have examined the relationship between activity in basal ganglia structures and movement. Historically, it was impossible to distinguish striatal dMSNs from iMSNs using electrophysiological recordings alone; therefore most studies of the striatum have examined activity of the two populations together. Recordings during operant tasks suggest that the majority of striatal neurons are activated during the initiation or execution of goal-directed movements [7, 8] . Studies in nonreinforced paradigms or during spontaneous exploration also report that a majority of striatal neurons are activated during movement [9, 10] . Finally, recent recordings from identified populations of dMSNs and iMSNs explicitly demonstrated that both pathways are co-activated during the initiation of movement [11, 12] . These findings are consistent with a model of basal ganglia function in which basal ganglia circuits come 'online' prior to movement, at which point coordinated activity of dMSNs select appropriate motor programs, while iMSNs inhibit competing motor programs [6] .
Several studies have also examined the effects of selectively ablating or optogenetically stimulating large populations of dMSNs or iMSNs. Selective ablation of iMSNs increased motor output [13, 14] , consistent with the inhibitory actions of this pathway. Consistently, stimulation of iMSNs inhibited, whereas dMSNs facilitated, motor output [15] . The optogenetic and ablation results are consistent with the classic model of action selection, although in these manipulations essentially all motor programs were inhibited (via iMSN stimulation), disinhibited (via iMSN ablation), or facilitated (via dMSN stimulation) simultaneously ( Figure 1C, D) .
Despite the various approaches that have supported it, direct evidence of this model in action during natural behavior has been elusive. A recent paper by Jin and colleagues [2] provides a rare glimpse of this model in action by examining the activity of each pathway during learning and initiation of rapid motor sequences. Combining optogenetic identification with in vivo electrophysiological recordings, Jin and colleagues recorded from identified dMSNs and iMSNs, as well as other basal ganglia nuclei, as mice learned a rapid motor sequence. Similar percentages of dMSNs and iMSNs responded during the start or end of the sequence, confirming that these populations are co-activated during movement initiation and termination. However, while dMSNs responded similarly at the start and end of the sequence, iMSNs preferentially responded at the start of the sequence, presumably to inhibit competing motor programs. Additionally, dMSNs sustained firing, whereas iMSNs were preferentially inhibited, during the sequence itself. Consistent with the striatal recordings, SNr activity reflected that of dMSNs, while GPe activity reflected that of iMSNs. These results constitute the first direct evidence of differential activation of dMSN and iMSN during motor sequences. The authors also demonstrate that the majority of changes in MSN activity occurred during the start or end of the motor sequence and not during the sequence itself, supporting the idea that the basal ganglia controls sequences of behavior (chunking), rather than individual movements [1] .
